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Abstract:

The relation between difference and space has long been and continues to be an animating problem in
theoretical and political conversations across the discipline of geography, including in much recent
work on encounter. In this paper, we make the case for the value of a less explored angle on space in
Deleuze's work, which we call the topologies of space‐as‐difference. We highlight the Möbius strip as a
central figure in his ontological system, and we show the significance of this topological structure both
for understanding key Deleuzian concepts, such as the virtual and actual, and for understanding space
and difference in productive ways. We demonstrate this by showing how Deleuzian topologies of
difference enable us to further theorise the encounter – a key theme in recent geographical scholarship
– as spatial and embodied, connecting up with material feminism and work on the skin, touch, and
breath. We suggest that Deleuze's concept of space-as‐difference thus contributes to the intensification
of relational and topological approaches to space that are currently shaping the discipline.
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1. INTRODUCTION: ENCOUNTERING SPACE AND DIFFERENCE

The problems and possibilities of encounter resonate across large swaths of geographic scholarship
(Wilson, 2017). Much research has examined the effects, affects, and implications of particular
encounters in specific contexts, including, for example, research on “fleeting encounters” across
difference in a diverse urban neighbourhood (Ye, 2016) or “middle class encounters with poor
subjects” (Lawson & Elwood, 2014, p. 210). Scholars have also critiqued encounter as a normative idea
that allows liberal‐multicultural understandings of encounter to elide questions of power and inequality
and, thereby, to underwrite racialised violence and precarity (e.g., Catungal, 2013). There are also
theoretical deployments of encounter, exemplified by Katherine McKittrick's (2011, p. 950) work, in
which encounter becomes a conceptual tool for thinking relationally in ways that resist the
epistemologies of “bifurcation‐segregation” that can further naturalise dispossession and violence.
Speaking to these entangled genres of research, our aim is to develop an account of the Möbius
topology in Gilles Deleuze's work that invites geographers to approach the encounter as simultaneously
a geohistorical production and an immanent spatial event through which difference continually
emerges.

In order to do so, we build on recent geographical scholarship that approaches lived space as
topological and emergent, less as a grid than as a bending, folding, stretching surface (Allen, 2011;
Martin & Secor, 2014). Specifically, we burrow down into what Arun Saldanha calls Deleuze's
“revolutionary topology” (2017, p. 196), a perspective that offers an understanding of space‐as‐
difference that can help us to theorise such central geographical concepts as embodiment and
encounter. Thus, we situate our account in relation to long‐standing traditions of work on the space‐
difference nexus in feminist, queer, Black, and other critical geographies, which include, for example,
the spatial articulation of difference and power that produces the violence of racialisation and
heteronormativity (Gilmore, 2002; McKittrick, 2006; Oswin, 2010; Ruddick, 1996) and the spatial
contingency of identity and otherness as matters of in‐ or out‐of‐place‐ness (Ahmed, 2000; Cresswell,
2004). Indeed, many geographers have examined how difference and space could be considered co‐
extensive or mutually constituted, and the idea of space‐as‐difference reverberates across geographic
scholarship (Cockayne et al., 2017b; Doel, 2000; Jacobs & Fincher, 1998; Massey, 2005; McDowell,
1999; Valentine, 2007). Moving beyond utopian conceptualisations of the encounter as necessarily
generative of positive understandings of difference (Valentine, 2008) – a notion often underwritten by
the assumptions of liberal and representational cosmopolitan politics – geographers continue to see the
encounter as a way to think through what happens at meeting points and contact zones, whether they
be in physical or in digital spaces (Askins & Pain, 2011; Cockayne et al., 2017a). Yet arguably, the
encounter remains undertheorised, leaving open a series of questions around precisely how key terms
like space, difference, and embodiment could be conceptualised (Wilson, 2017; Wilson & Darling,
2016). We respond to these questions by foregrounding the (im)materialities of embodied encounter
and showing how a topological conception of spatiality provides a way to grapple with recurring
questions about how the new does and does not emerge in an encounter.

We also offer this account, in part, as a contribution to Deleuzian socio‐spatial theory, where work has
tended to emphasise ontological flatness, immanent multiplicities, or assemblage (Anderson &
McFarlane, 2011; Anderson & Wylie, 2009; Dewsbury, 2011; Dewsbury & Thrift, 2005; Doel, 1999;
Marston et al., 2005; Roberts, 2018). These frameworks are rightly central to any understanding of
Deleuze and have provoked much critical and creative work. Nevertheless, there are risks in engaging
with Deleuzian thought that we wish to address at the outset. There is a danger that, as some critics
suggest, Deleuze is interpreted as denying dialectical thought wholesale – thereby ignoring how the
dialectic is central to Deleuzian metaphysics – and thus disallows both the possibilities of an
oppositional stance toward the present and an event that would transcend what already is (MacFarlane,
2017). While our account of the topologies of space‐as‐difference complicates that critique, there are
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some readings of Deleuze that tend to capture his insights in a univocal “canon of joy” and thereby
reduce “his rigorous philosophy to the mutual appreciation of difference, openness to encounters in an
entangled world, or increased capacity through synergy” (Culp, 2016, pp. 2, 7). We also seek to avoid a
tendency toward what Weheliye calls “orthodox Deleuzianism, which insists on transforming Deleuze
into a great thinker by reading him exclusively within the western European philosophical tradition”
(2014, p. 47). To respond to these challenges, we show how Deleuze's Möbius topology, with its
continual repetitions of seemingly dualistic terms (e.g., the virtual and actual), resists a retreat to either
transcendence or univocal multiplicity, and instead operates as a non‐dualistic dualism between the dual
and the multiple. In this way, Deleuze situates a dialectic at the centre of his thought. He does so not in
order to produce a reductionist form of dualistic thinking but in order to put it into conversation, to
put it in the place of a problem (Smith, 2001). This dialectic remains, in an important sense, an
immanent and positive one (Ruddick, 2008), but our attention to the topologies of space‐as‐difference
highlights the role these dualisms have in the unfolding of encounters and in the actual curtailment of
difference, while neither denying the force of that curtailment nor reducing reality to its outcomes. This
leaves open the possibility for encounters among diverging perspectives on space and difference that
may yet force thought in new directions.

In what follows, we first situate the paper in relation to recent work on the encounter as a way to show
the critical potential of the topologies of space‐as‐difference for geographic scholarship. We then move
through readings of The Logic of Sense and Difference and Repetition that explicate the Möbius spatiality
central to Deleuze's philosophy of difference. Though much of Deleuze's work examines spatiality
explicitly (most obviously in Deleuze, 1988, 1992; Deleuze & Guattari, 1987), these earlier works
represent Deleuze's clearest exposition of his metaphysical system, and thus warrant further
investigation with regard to the question of space, especially since a superficial reading might suggest
(incorrectly, we argue) that Deleuze prioritises time over space in these texts. Following this articulation
of how space functions as difference itself through the topological figure of the Möbius strip in Deleuze's
metaphysics, we return to the encounter to show how it might be productively theorised through the
lens of topology. We focus on the complex embodied topology of the encounter through a conceptual
triad of skin, touch, and breathing that ultimately brings Deleuzian topology itself into an encounter
with other approaches and other geographies.

2. ENGAGING SPACE AND DIFFERENCE THROUGH THE ENCOUNTER

In order to show more concretely the contribution that Deleuze still has to make to thinking space and
difference, we draw on literature in geography on the encounter. Encounter can be thought of as the
event of difference taking place (Ahmed, 2000; Rovisco, 2010; Wilson, 2017; Wilson & Darling, 2016).
In a recent review, Helen Wilson (2017) conceptualises encounter as “a specific genre of contact” and a
“distinctive event of relation … within the remit of difference, rupture and surprise” (Wilson, 2017, p.
452; see also Askins & Pain, 2011). Wilson demonstrates that a range of geographic scholarship has
made the encounter central to the production of difference (see also Brown, 2008; Haldrup et al., 2006;
Valentine, 2008). Yet, Wilson also notes that the encounter has so far tended to be undertheorised in
geographic thought (see also Wilson & Darling, 2016).

A focus on spaces of encounter or embodied encounters is not new (e.g., Ahmed, 2000; Leitner, 2012).
However, our reading of Deleuze's topologies – of the virtual and actual, of the incorporeal and
corporeal, among others – opens up new angles on the implications of spatiality and embodiment in
encounters. Most often in the encounter literature we find that space refers to location or context, to
the question of where encounters take place. Focusing most often on city spaces, the idea of encounter
has been infused with a pluralist‐democratic ethos deriving variously from the cosmopolitan urbanism
of Jacobs (1961), considerations of actually‐existing forms of conviviality (Amin, 2002; Gilroy, 2004),
Habermasian ideals of public space as public sphere (Calhoun, 1992), and (more critically) the
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exclusionary practices of “public” spaces (Benhabib, 1996; Deutsche, 1996; Fraser, 1990; Mitchell,
1995). Recent research has challenged the myth that (urban) encounters necessarily foster respect or
tolerance (Leitner, 2012; Valentine, 2008). Indeed, increasing attention is being paid to the dynamics of
“bad encounters” that reiterate domination and provoke a range of reactions in response (Ahmed,
2010; Ruez, 2017). But regardless of its ethical valence, scholars have consistently theorised the
encounter in relation to particular places and usually emphasise the geographical proximity of
individuals (though see Cockayne et al. [2017a] who discuss remote digital encounters and Wilson
[2016], who discusses remote textual and aesthetic encounters with cityscapes). Encounter has been
taken to be inherently spatial but the spatiality of the encounter itself – what we'll discuss here in terms
of its topological unfolding – has received much less attention.

We argue that a topological approach to space, developed through critical readings of Deleuze's writing,
can productively open up new perspectives on the question of continuity and change that have been
central to theorising encounters. In this we build on the work of scholars who have pointed to the need
to consider encounter in broader spatial and temporal terms (Ahmed, 2000; Anderson, 2014; Lim,
2008; Wilson, 2017). Even as they posit something significant about the encounter – as a moment that,
while never free of determination is not fully determined – they insist on the need to understand how
encounters fold into other places and times. Their work suggests that encounters have a history and a
future, and that understanding the spatiality of any particular encounter requires far more than just
attending to the kind of location in which it is immediately happening. By showing how “multiple
forms of mediation come together in encounters,” Ben Anderson (2014, p. 79) presents us with an idea
of the affective encounter as at once embodied, emergent, and tempered by the geographically and
historically conditioned tendencies and orientations. These tendencies and orientations come together
in the event of encounter, in which, as Jason Lim argues (2008), the actualisation of particular affects is
shaped by but not exhaustive of a virtual field of available tendencies. This focus on the affective
encounter thus brings the space of interaction to the fore without letting the place of interaction drop out of
the analysis. This opens onto recent work on topology in geography that conceptualises space through
a non‐deterministic, multi‐causal lens and emphasises touch, the body, and the elasticity and
permeability of space (Allen, 2011; Dixon & Jones III, 2015; Lata & Minca, 2016; Martin & Secor,
2014; Secor, 2013).

While taking up Colin McFarlane's (2016) suggestion of the need for topological approaches to
encounter, this paper points toward conceptions of topological space that also speak to broader
conversations about the relational nature of space. Understanding space as relational has been
immensely productive for human geographers working in a wide range of fields (see Elwood et al.,
2017). Topology is not simply a synonym for relationality in general; neither is it a specific type of
relation to be set against another, e.g., the topographical (Martin & Secor, 2014). We mobilise Deleuze's
topology to better attend to the problematic field through which relations emerge and unfold (or not).
The topological space of the embodied encounter, which we develop in relation to the Möbius figure at
the heart of Deleuze's thought, provides conceptual resources and provocations for geographic
scholarship on encounter and socio‐spatial theory more broadly. It is through the encounter – and a
turn to materialist feminism – that we demonstrate what it means to think the topologies of space‐as‐
difference. In order to develop this Deleuzian notion of topological space, in the next two sections we
explore Deleuze's writing in The Logic of Sense and Difference and Repetition. By locating space at the heart
of Deleuze's most metaphysical works, we follow Saldanha's (2017) sense that a Deleuzian
“geophilosophy” takes space as neither the ground for nor the object of analysis but rather as a
condition for thought itself, and Doreen Massey's (2005, p. 40) argument for an idea of space, as open,
relationally produced, and always under construction, what she calls “the sphere of possibility of
heterogeneity.”
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3. SPATIALISING DIFFERENCE: DELEUZE'S MÖBIUS TOPOLOGY

While our aim is to distil Deleuze's notion of space, we note that there are many points in his writing
where he appears to prioritise time over space. Massey (2005) critiques this tendency to find dynamism
within the temporal while casting space as inert. The Logic of Sense begins with a consideration of time,
and the ostensible topic of the book is the relationship between time and language; Difference and
Repetition opens with a discussion of three temporal syntheses that frame his discussion of emergence.
This seeming prioritisation of time over space in these two works, we contend, is a question of focus
and not one of omission. In this section, starting with The Logic of Sense, we examine how Deleuze's
metaphysics is one that prioritises space as well as time. We highlight Deleuze's use of spatial concepts
(and how they pertain to his concept of difference), including, most notably, the topological figure of
the Möbius strip but also other topological figures that include surfaces, lines, points, and distance. Our
central argument in this section is that although Deleuze's two temporalities (Chronos and Aion)
launch the development of thought in The Logic of Sense, what is repeated throughout this work and
others is the articulation of difference that ramifies the two sides of the duality. This relationship is a spatial
figure (the Möbius topology), such that space is not just an attribute of existence but a dynamic force
within Deleuzian ontology.

Deleuze's rethinking of the Platonic temporal dualism of Chronos and Aion at the beginning of Logic
of Sense germinates a proliferation of paradoxically continuous antinomies. Deleuze assigns Chronos
the spatial figure of the circle in which the only time is the present, in which existence extends itself and
in which everything happens. This is the living present time of bodies, states of affairs, actions, and
passions. He assigns to Aion the spatial figure of the line that divides itself infinitely into the past and
future, always eluding the present. Distributed along this line is “pure becoming without measure,”
incorporeality, and non‐existence (Deleuze, 1990, p. 1). Through this central dualism Deleuze locates
being and becoming, bodies and incorporeal entities, causes and effects, substantives and verbs, the
state of affairs and the event, genesis and sterility, denotation and expression (or sense), eating and
speaking, lack and excess, solutions and problems, the actual and the virtual (in Difference and Repetition),
and more (e.g., snark/Boojum!). These dualities, what he calls ramified heterogeneous series, are not
interchangeable but are rather paradoxical distributions occurring in different arenas and even nested
within one another. This means that the dualities operate differently, depending on where they are located
within a “single” phenomenon. Though often thought as predominantly temporal, the two “sides” of
the dualism are brought together as a simultaneously spatial and differential figure at the heart of
Deleuze's metaphysics: a Möbius strip characterised as “the coexistence of two sides without thickness,
such that we pass from one to the other by following their length” (Deleuze, 1990, p. 22). This properly
Möbius topology is one whose surface “is also the frontier, the cutting edge, or the articulation of the
difference between the two terms” (Deleuze, 1990, p. 28). Thought thus, the topological figure of the
Möbius and this “articulation of difference” attain a synonymy in Deleuze's thought, allowing us to
locate a concept of space‐as‐difference, in addition to time, at the heart of his metaphysics.

The significance of the dualities as distributed along the twisted surface of the Möbius is not the
consistency of oppositional terms but their common coexistence and modes of inter‐ and intra‐relation.
First, Deleuze emphasises that the two sides are always in a relationship of heterogeneous
disequilibrium and asymmetry. In each of the dualities, the second term is the incorporeal – that which
lacks existence but instead inheres. For example, expression is a surface effect of the proposition;
expression inheres within the proposition and cannot be understood to exist outside of it. At the same
time, the second term is always in excess of the first: what is expressed (sense) is always in excess of
what is denoted, the ideal event exceeds what happens, virtual multiplicities are in excess of their
actualisation. And to further destabilise conventional notions of dichotomous relations, the second
term serves as both one term in the duality (as an effect of the other term) and the frontier between
them (as the quasi‐cause of the other term), as that which articulates their difference. Thus sense is not
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only on the side of expression, as contrasted to the side of denotation, but also that which articulates
the difference between the denoted and the expressed (Deleuze, 1990, p. 28).
Second, the “two sides” of the Möbius communicate in a relationship of complex double‐causality, in
which an admixture of bodies and states‐of‐affairs in the living present on the one side form the cause
of incorporeal entities on the other. At the same time, though these incorporeal entities (language and
sense being the primary examples) are described as effects, Deleuze also describes them as acting back
upon bodies and states‐of‐affairs as what he calls the “quasi‐cause.” In a practical sense Deleuze is
saying that sense is produced by our empirical circumstances – bodies and states‐of‐affairs, or the
already‐actualised world that we know and apprehend. But once caused, sense, though a “pure effect”
(Deleuze, 1990, p. 124), surpasses that empirical beginning to form a transcendental field, plane of
consistency, or surface that acts back upon those empirical circumstances as a quasi-cause. Sense is thus
both and at once an effect and a quasi‐cause. This is Deleuze's explanation for how language – and
other complex systems like consciousness – appears to radically exceed its circumstances of production
and reproduction. So on the one side of this dualism (Chronos, denotation, or bodies and states‐of‐
affairs) we have cause, and on the other (Aion, sense, or incorporeal entities) we have the quasi‐cause.
Neither term precedes the other but instead they exist in a relationship of asymmetrical simultaneity.

At the heart of Deleuze's ontology is therefore a spatial figure – a Möbius relation of continuity
between opposites, accompanied by a spatial language that describes how sense is produced along the
surface of the strip. In characterising the terms of the dualisms as two sides of a surface that are in a
relation of “reversible continuity,” Deleuze (1990, p. 340) makes it clear that these sides do not negate
each other but rather relate to one another paradoxically. Following the edge or frontier between them,
the logic of sense slides from one side to another, operating upon and functioning within both but
without being a formal characteristic of either. This frontier, edge, or border is without any
dimensionality of its own but functions to link the two divergent sides (or heterogeneous series) at the
surface. This frontier both distinguishes the two sides and brings them into relation with one another,
like a membrane that puts internal and external spaces into contact at the same time as being that which
separates them. The frontier does not synthesise; it does not reunite the “sides” of Deleuze's dualism (for
example, things and propositions) but rather articulates them through their difference.

Circulating endlessly between each distinct side, the edge of the Möbius creates the continuity of
reverse and right sides. The frontier makes the heterogeneous series ramify; it makes one and the same
event the expressed of the proposition and the attribute of things. Everything occurs doubly and
simultaneously, though asymmetrically, on both sides of the Möbius: the event arises at once in being
and in language, in the state of affairs (where the event crops up) and in the proposition (where the
event subsists). Guaranteeing the convergence of the two sides but also making them endlessly diverge,
the edge as “paradoxical element” goes by many different names: it is the aleatory point distributing the
two series of the Ideal game; it is the question that articulates problems and solutions; it is sense
ramifying signifier and signified, or nonsense articulating the duality of the esoteric word and the
exoteric thing; it is the attribute (of the state of affairs) and the expressed (of the proposition); it is the
event that occurs simultaneously in being and language. This paradoxical element is another name for
the “quasi‐cause” (discussed above) because it is immaterial – an effect of bodies and their mixture –
and yet it performs a causal function. And so in the endless regress of Deleuzian thought, the edge of
the Möbius is itself a Möbius surface in which cause and effect reverse into one another.

Deleuze's spatial ontology brings into play topological concepts of surface, line, point, and distance.
Just as “the relations among the elements, rather than the nature of the elements themselves, are the
important aspects of a topological space” (Martin & Secor, 2014, p. 423), the significance of the
dualities is how they resonate with one another to create a topological space. Reflecting the basic
topological definition of a spatial manifold as a surface, the double distribution of bodies and
propositions across two continuous sides performs a “static genesis,” producing the surface where
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“everything that happens and everything that is said happens or is said” (Deleuze, 1990, p. 132). The
product of the mixing of bodies (actions and passions), topological surfaces are multiplied by diverse
processes –“stretching, fragmenting, crushing, drying and moistening, absorbing, foaming, emulsifying,
etc” (1990, p. 124) – and defined by a notion of “distance” that is not opposed to proximity but instead
articulates divergent points by “affirm[ing] that which it distances” (1990, p. 173). Divergence or
disjunction are thus relations of “positive distance” in a flat world: “The idea of positive distance
belongs to topology and the surface. It excludes all depth and all elevation, which would restore the
negative and identity” (1990, p. 173; see also 1983, p. 2). Deleuze makes a simultaneous spatial and
differential claim by creating a correspondence between difference and the positive distance affirmed by
sense. The two sides of the Möbius resonate in and through their distance-without‐dimension, or
difference, which is not a principle of exclusion, opposition, or contradiction but instead a means of
resonance and communication.

Topology is not incidental to Deleuze's thought, but is rather its immanent structure. Space appears as a
precondition on both sides of the single‐sided figure. As the surface of actualisation, space is the
incorporeal element within the state of affairs; as the topos of nomadic distributions, space is the
generative and embodied field for the becoming of the event. This doubling of space seeds each side of
the duality with its reverse and makes the spatio‐temporal determination of bodies and propositions
possible. Space thus proliferates in a Deleuzian regress: outside, at the surface, inside, and within each
term again, space is both the form and the content of the Möbius topology that is the operator and
structure of Deleuze's metaphysical system.

4. SPACE AND DIFFERENCE IN THE VIRTUAL AND THE ACTUAL

The spatial structure of asymmetrical topology, characterised by its Möbius figure and double‐causality,
persists across Deleuze's philosophical works despite shifts in vocabulary and emphasis. Here we
develop the arguments made in the previous section by turning to Difference and Repetition, in which the
dualisms presented in the previous section are reframed in perhaps their most powerful and
quintessentially Deleuzian form: the virtual and the actual.

Deleuze (1994) works through the Möbius dualism of the virtual and the actual throughout Difference
and Repetition to examine the general development of complex systems. Deleuze applies this dualism
across multiple registers, including language, psychic organisation, and biological development, using
each of their associated vocabularies to demonstrate how newness is able to emerge between the two
distinct but interrelated registers (Smith, 2007). The virtual and the actual are an account of that which
escapes empirical observation in the register of phenomenological experience and as necessarily beyond
the bounds of representation, but without creating a fully transcendent category (e.g., Plato's eidos) that
would exist as distinct from ideas and things as such. For example, roughly construed, Deleuze gives an
account of the psychic encounter between the Self and the Other such that the Other exists on the
“side” of the virtual, while the Self and the I exist on the “side” of the actual. The Self and the I are a
set of appearances with nonetheless real effects; they are a result of the working out of underlying
processes situated between the virtual and the actual. The Other as a virtual expression of difference is
neither oppositional nor antagonistic in Deleuze, and it does not play the role of an existential threat to
the actual Self as it does in some other metaphysical systems. Yet these actual psychic constructs – the
Self and the I – also cover over the virtual, presenting themselves as that which is necessarily given to
experience. The actual therefore diverts attention away from the virtual, presenting itself as the only
available and viable explanatory framework. Deleuze's claim is that in fact the actual cannot be
understood without looking at the “swarm of differences” (1994, p. 50) that lies beneath the actual and
that can only be accounted for through examining the virtual and the interaction between these two
systems.
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It is tempting to view the virtual and the actual as distinct and separate, as a straightforward
dichotomous dualism, in which the virtual is the primary term, and the actual is always subordinate to
it. Deleuze constantly works against this reading. The virtual and the actual are in a circumstance of
constant mutual constitution, with neither term taking priority over the other. Deleuze describes the
overlapping of the virtual and the actual as comprised of two repetitions that are characteristic of each
yet inseparable from one another: “we repeat twice simultaneously, but not the same repetition: once
mechanically and materially in the breadth, and once symbolically and by means of simulacra in the
depth; first we repeat the parts, then we repeat the whole on which the parts depend” (1994, p. 290).
Deleuze states that both the actual and the virtual “come first”–like the quasi‐cause in the previous
section, both “sides” of the Möbius are primary – they are both and at once the primary term in his
non‐totalising, non‐deterministic dualism – forming together an essential component of all phenomena.
Rather than referring to virtual and the actual phenomena, it would therefore be more helpful to
describe virtualising and actualising processes, since though the virtual (which Deleuze also calls both
the ideal and the real) determines the actual, the actual forms its basis, and may also cover the virtual,
limit it, and abolish its own foundations produced in collaboration with “deeper” virtual processes. The
actual state of affairs describes how the immanent potentialities of the virtual resolve (or fail to resolve)
themselves into determined qualities and extensities.

To outline the dynamic relationship between the virtual and the actual in his transcendental empiricism,
Deleuze introduces the concepts of differentiation and differenciation. Differentiation refers to “the
determination of the virtual content of an Idea,” while differenciation refers to “the actualization of
that virtuality into [“qualities or diverse”] species and distinguished parts” (1994, pp. 207, 210). Deleuze
describes differenciation or actualisation in mathematical terms, as an “original process,” or set of
“local integrations” that are not opposed to the process of differentiation (1994, p. 209). In addition to
the actualisation of species and parts that pertain to differenciation, Deleuze describes how
differentiation has two aspects of its own – varieties of relations and singular points. He thus organises
within each process two terms that are integrated, actualised, or solved through the dual process of
different/ciation. In terms of the spatial inflection embedded in these ideas, Deleuze states that “there
is in general no quality which does not refer to a space defined by the singularities corresponding to the
differential relations incarnated in that quality” and that “difference in quality [i.e., differenciated in the
actual] is always subtended by a spatial difference” (1994, p. 210). Thus for Deleuze, in the process of
becoming occurring between the virtual and the actual that he describes through differentiation and
differenciation, singular points characterise a spatiality of the virtual that determines the Idea through
differentiation, which then defines qualities or diverse species as they are actualised through the process
of differenciation.

Deleuze describes spatiality in the virtual in terms of the underlying dynamisms of singularities and
their relations without which the process of different/ciation could not take place. In the example of
the biological development of the embryo, Deleuze explains that “rather than discovering the more
general beneath the less general, we discover pure spatio‐temporal dynamisms (the lived experience of
the embryo) with regard to the constituted parts and qualities, beneath the morphological, historical,
anatomical, physiological and other characteristics” (1994, p. 215). Thus the space of the virtual is
composed of “spatio‐temporal dynamisms” that exist “beneath the actual qualities and extensities,
species and parts” and yet in “strict complementarity” with them (1994, pp. 214, 217). This is the same
spatiality as described in the previous section in terms of space on the side of becoming (the event): the
topos of the nomadic distribution in which (pre‐individual) singularities are condensed and precipitated.
This virtual spatiality is both the condition for and the result of actualisation.

The “drama of actualization” is thus the working out of how these virtual spatio‐temporal dynamisms
produce, integrate, or differenciate particular space‐times in the actual (p. 216). Deleuze writes that
“spatial dramatization is played out on several levels: in the constitution of an internal space, but also in
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the manner in which that space extends into the external extensity, occupying a region of it,” and that
“everything is even more complicated when we consider that the internal space is itself made up of
multiple spaces which must be locally integrated and connected” (1994, pp. 216–217). The internal
space is not that of the spatio‐temporal dynamisms themselves, but the beginning of their reciprocal
working out with regard to the processes of differentiation and differenciation: the space
“corresponding to the differential relations and to the singularities to be actualized” (1994, p. 216). This
actualisation is a process closely associated in spatial terms with the formation of an object or concept's
limit or boundary defined both by what is interior and exterior to it and by how that object or idea is
connected to others.

The politics of Difference and Repetition are found in the philosophical challenge it poses to a dominant
image of thought – a challenge that cannot but reverberate through socio‐spatial theory. If the
dominant images of space are space as location, as a (Euclidean or Cartesian) grid, as subordinate to
time, and as empty, open, and available for appropriation (Massey, 2005), then the promise of a virtual
conception of space as spatium is a challenge to unground that image, to find a new image, to create
multiple images, or to find a sense of space – an imperceptible space that can only be sensed – that
doesn't project any set of fixed assumptions in advance. It is possible to think of this promise in
relation to the problematic potential that inheres in the encounter. Deleuze writes that in the process of
actualisation, difference may be (though is not necessarily) denied, and the bare repetitions of sameness,
and of representation, are allowed to emerge: “difference tends to deny or to cancel itself out in
extensity and underneath quality” (1994, p. 223). Here we are returned to the “bad encounter” that
(re)produces relations of domination and oppression by reifying toxic representations of difference
while denying the pure difference of becoming.

The production of space and our embodied experience of it, we contend, are often characterised by
these blockages of the virtual, by bare repetitions, by denials of potential, and by the violence of identity
and representation. Thus the denial of difference, a particularly dogmatic image of thought that
Deleuze calls “good sense,” has profound material effects. Difference forced into conformity with
good sense might be an annulment of the possibility of difference in the encounter. In spatial terms, we
might say that concepts of space that conform to good sense are an erasure of the potentiality of space,
an elimination of the politics of space. Yet, Deleuze also writes that this foreclosure is never final, is
never set in advance, and is not deterministic. This is the profound merit of his philosophy of
transcendental empiricism and the non‐dualistic Möbius system of the virtual and the actual in which
both terms “come first” and neither is allowed to supersede the other. The cancellation of difference,
of spatial potentiality in, for example, a dogmatic concept of absolute space as a transcendent Cartesian
grid, is only a tendency that emerges in the process of actualisation. This tendency acts back upon the
virtual as a suggestion, as one potential that has “worked out” in the past, however violent that process
of working out has been. But difference continues to swarm beneath the erasure of difference in
actualisation; it is still able to emerge, perhaps unpredictably and hesitantly, through those very
processes since “not every distribution flows from good sense: there are distributions inspired by
madness, mad repartitions” that are forms of “instantaneous, nomadic distributions, crowned anarchy
or difference” (Deleuze, 1994, p. 224).

The challenge of building spatial theory from Deleuzian thought is to find the spatio‐temporal
dynamisms and structures that swarm beneath the set of appearances, the assumptions, and the
shackles of representational thought that cancel difference in the process of actualisation. Our claim is
that we might use this Deleuzian understanding of space as a way to theorise the encounter as
characterised by a spatial topology. In a Deleuzian vein, this might be an attempt to force thought to
access the imperceptible or insensible located beneath thought's image, beneath the established regime of
sense – to access that which can only be sensed. This method denies complacent assumptions about
space that position it in opposition to the dynamic multiplicities of the virtual. This is based on the
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conviction that difference is never wholly annulled through actualisation and that swarms of difference
find their way to the surface. The failure of space to be confined to absolute and transcendental
concepts attests to this as does the difficulty of accounting for the subject through rubrics of identity
and representation.

5. TOPOLOGY, BODY, ENCOUNTER

How does a Deleuzian idea of space‐as‐difference, apprehended in terms of a Möbius topological
relation, help us to think of the encounter as embodied and spatial? Deleuze describes the encounter as
that which is foundationally opposed to recognition and the logic of representation. He refuses to view
the encounter from a liberal point of view – one of a meeting of multicultural individuals through an
implicitly combative or oppositional frame that through a rational exchange realise that their differences
actually mean little. Rather than viewing the encounter as something that occurs between two
preexisting individuals – a primarily anthropocentric hubris – Deleuze sees the encounter as a function
of individuation – a differentiation that does not presume the presence of fully formed or even human
individuals in advance, but that cuts perhaps across both scale and substance and could apply to many
different kinds of bodies. The encounter for Deleuze is what happens, it is a catalyst, that which is
productive of a transformation or becoming, it is what forces us to think. Deleuze writes: “something in
the world forces us to think. This something is an object not of recognition but of a fundamental
encounter. … It may be grasped in a range of affective tones: wonder, love, hatred, suffering. In
whichever tone, its primary characteristic is that it can only be sensed” (1994, p. 139). Deleuze's
encounter is different from the liberal writings on encounter because of how he understands difference
and otherness through a generative rather than oppositional and individualistic lens. Deleuze views
otherness as that which populates a given field with structure, which, though imperceptible, gives that
field the ability to function, or to make something happen. Thought through this lens, the encounter is
foundationally generative and emergent, characterised by the play of virtual and actual and the double‐
causality described above.

Synthesising the insights of a range of important work on encounter, including her own, Wilson notes
that “encounters make difference” (2017, p. 455). Deleuzian understandings of difference can
simultaneously complement and refract this point by showing how difference‐in‐itself emerges through
the encounter, but also how the encounter often resists or actively nullifies difference, for example, by
producing limiting images of difference through the lenses of liberal multiculturalism or conservative
ethno‐nationalist identity politics (Cockayne et al., 2017b). Going further, situating the encounter
topologically along the surfaces of the Möbius shows that the encounter is at once, non‐
deterministically, and asymmetrically actual and virtual, with priority given to neither term. Theorising
the encounter as a process of actualisation encourages us to examine how its empirical spatio‐
temporalities – including the location where the encounter takes place and the “differences” that it calls
forth – are formed through the creation of limits or boundaries that define what is interior and exterior
and connect this encounter to others. At the same time, theorising the encounter as a process of
virtualisation encourages us to examine the spatio‐temporal dynamisms of the event – its potentialities,
multiplicities, and its elsewheres. Recognising the endlessly dynamic topological relation of the virtual
and actual can help us to conceptualise the already broadly held sense that encounters are conditioned
but never fully determined. The encounter unfolds materially in the world at the same time as it enfolds
geo‐historically situated meanings. This is what Deleuze explains as the complex double causality of
bodies and the incorporeal in The Logic of Sense; it is also what Karen Barad (2007) calls the
“entanglement of matter and meaning.” Understanding the encounter in this way thus holds open and
puts into relation both the immanent spatiality of the event and its geo‐historical “location.”

Materiality and embodiment have each been important themes in work on encounter, but the topology
of space‐as‐difference pursues these questions with a twist, by attending to the (im)materialities of the
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body as a spatial figure – in terms of the skin, touch, and breathing, which exemplify how the
encounter operates like the “edge” of the Möbius, both joining and separating its elements. To bring
forth the body without reproducing dualisms of mind/matter and mind/body (indeed, while actively
undermining such dualisms as they are traditionally posed), we turn to materialist feminists who view
the body as a folding, incorporating externality at the same time as its affective capacities unfold
outwards to the world (Braidotti, 2011a, 2011b; Alaimo & Hekman, 2008; see also Deleuze, 1988). We
thus approach embodiment as topological, characterised by its problematic potentials, uneven
connections, and asymmetric simultaneities. For example, we usually understand the skin as something
that separates, but when thought topologically in terms of uneven connection, we can ask, does the
skin “belong” to the organs it keeps in any more than the atmosphere that it keeps out? Asking this
question allows us to draw attention to the skin as a surface that serves as a contact zone or an interface
that cannot be discreetly separated from its immediate surroundings or from the interiority that it
demarcates between two entities, in which a neatly delineated outside is no longer possible to pinpoint
(see also Colls & Fannin, 2013). Further, the corporeality of the skin is conditioned by non‐present,
incorporeal relations (geo‐historical, intersubjective, and linguistic) that allow for its particular mode of
emergence – that is, for the skin's conceptual constitution as racialised, sexualised, and classed. We
draw here on Gilbert Simondon (2017) – a writer who strongly influenced Deleuze – to theorise semi‐
permeable membranes, like skin or the edge of the Möbius, as not only containing or keeping out
certain entities, or as already established and fully formed boundaries, but as themselves process of
individuation or differenciation. The skin thus functions as “the twisting of the Möbius strip, the torsion or
pivot around which the subject is generated” (Grosz, 1994, p. 35).

Skin is both intensely intimate – where we touch and are touched – and dramatically public when
understood as the site where racial and other differences are marked. Frantz Fanon calls racism a
process of “epidermalization of inferiority” in which skin translates relations of domination across the
surface of the body and the unconscious (1967, p. 11; for more psychoanalytic understandings, see
Anzieu, 2016; Cavanagh et al., 2013). The fetishistic fixing of difference on the visible skein of the body
becomes a way to shore up the boundaries between self and other, to expel from the body what is
undesirable and to fix it within a visible, racialised order where the surface of the body is taken to
reflect some essential truth that justifies existing relations of oppression and domination (Kristeva,
1982; Tate, 2001). By securing the skin as boundary, casing, and inscription (that is, through
epidermalisation), racism subordinates “a swarm of differences, a pluralism of free, wild or untamed
differences; a properly differential and original space and time” to representation, limitation, and
opposition (Colebrook, 2013; Deleuze, 1994, p. 50; Saldanha, 2007; Swanton, 2010). Through the skin
we can think the topology of the encounter as a differential loop in which the multiplicities of self and
other, surface and depth operate across the twist of the Möbius. In the encounter, intensities (qualities,
speeds, relations, rates of change) are distributed along the surface of the body, an interface that cannot
be discretely separated from its immediate surroundings or from the interiority that it demarcates (see
also Colls & Fannin, 2013).

If the skin itself folds inward and outward, this is because it materialises the encounter through the
sensation of touch; “the skin registers how bodies are touched by other bodies” (Ahmed & Stacey,
2001, p. 11). Touch implies a meeting of surfaces and is therefore inherently bound up with some kind
of encounter. In Erin Manning's words, “touch, alongside politics, invents by drawing the other into
relation, thereby qualitatively altering the limits of the touched‐touching bodies” (2007, p. xv). Because
our bodies touch both themselves and other non‐human bodies in ways and places that are sometimes
invisible (Colls, 2012; Dixon & Jones III, 2015; Irigaray, 1985), explorations of touch challenge the
primacy of sight and seeing as ways of knowing in Western epistemologies (Dixon & Straughan, 2010;
Hetherington, 2003; Pallasmaa, 2012; Paterson, 2006). By connoting a bringing into contact of space
with itself, the dynamics of touch suggest that space cannot be conceptualised either topographically or
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as a flat and immovable surface. Touch (like the Möbius) undermines the distinction between
separation and connection.

Geographers and others have moved these debates into the figural, examining territorial, national, and
other borders as a kind of skin, thus conceptualising touch in a more geopolitical sense (Billé, 2018).
This might allow us, through the concept of touch, to contort and twist traditional understandings of
the space and scale of the encounter, and to imagine how touch functions across national and
international contexts to the personal, embodied, and molecular levels (Barad, 2012; Mountz &
Hyndman, 2006; Pain, 2015). Irrespective of whether we consider touch in positive or negative terms,
as a literal bodily touch or a figural touch of the colonialist state, touch produces a set of resonances,
and puts heterogeneous series into communication. A Deleuzian topology of touch is productive for
work such as this that aims to keep both the fleshy entanglements of the haptic and its geohistorical
conditions in play. Rather than collapsing back into a complacent empirical immediacy (Deleuze's
critique of phenomenological approaches), the virtual‐actual Möbius of touch‐as‐encounter
demonstrates how the “sense” (geopolitical, colonial, or otherwise) that inheres in touch (the sensible)
is at once an effect of that material encounter and a condition of its emergence.

Just as a topological engagement with skin and touch can twist understandings of the typically expected
space and scale of the encounter, attention to breathing can further problematise the spatial
entanglement of the encounter. In the literature on encounter, there is a largely metaphorical use of
breathing to argue for a less prescriptive study of encounters that allows for distance, ambivalence, and
“room to breathe” (Ye, 2016). Though working precisely toward an ethics of encounter, Emmanuel
Levinas (1981) similarly deploys breathing as a model of encounter that preserves the other as other. In
that sense, inhalation is a taking‐in of and an opening‐up to the other that nevertheless leaves the
alterity of the other intact. Understood in topological terms, breathing troubles notions of interiority
and exteriority and draws attention, as well, to the broader ecologies and atmospheres through which
selves and others are created, bounded, and sustained (or not) (Conradson, 2005). Inhaling and
exhaling, as well as the possibility of their violent abrogation, continually remake a body in relation to
the material contents and conditions of the air one breathes. However, that air – and the broader
ecologies one encounters – is not everywhere the same. As work on environmental injustice and
environmental racism shows, who breathes what kind of air and where become questions of inequality,
precarity, and the spatialities of racialisation (Dillon & Sze, 2018; Pearce et al., 2006; Pulido, 2000).
Breathing as encounter is conditioned by the systems and processes that produce the air, its varying
qualities, and their distributions. The conditions of encounter that situate people so unevenly are central
to the encounter as such, even as they cannot exhaust it (Ahmed, 2000). The topological relation of the
virtual and the actual provides a way to think the conditioned but not fully determined character of
encounter, where those conditions can be understood as actualisations that cover the difference out of
which distinct kinds of relations could have been and may yet be made.

In that sense, the space of encounter is less a meeting zone, containing already‐individuated bodies that
can be plotted like the points of a curve on a flat surface, than it is a multiplicity produced dynamically
in the twist where body- atmospheres coagulate or dissipate. If our bodies are constituted at least in
part by the air we inhale, the light radiation that our skin both absorbs and reflects, and the closeness
and distance we manage with and between those around us, then one possible way to imagine the
complexity of the space of encounter is through a Möbius topology. Drawing on the relationship
Deleuze posits between the virtual and the actual, there is no particular element that “comes first”;
difference is produced in the encounter, yet the encounter would not be possible without the
differences that swarm beneath it. The empirical circumstance of bodies coming together or apart in
space is simultaneous with the embryonic becoming in which newness might (though often does not)
emerge.
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While Junjia Ye (2016) is right to raise questions about the prescriptivism and, even, moralism of some
encounter research, there remains, we think, an ethics to encounter that cannot be reduced to the
competing moralisms of liberal multiculturalism and conservative identity politics. Like Elizabeth
Grosz, we find in Deleuze's work a kind of ethics immanent to “how we live and that can be developed
only in our encounters with others and with the world and its forces” (Grosz, 2017, p. 132). This can
unfold an ethics of immanent thriving, of the sort that Grosz outlines, but it can also call forth (without
opposition) an ethical refusal to “undo the problem of difference in the encounter by creating territorial
and racialized enclosures that reassert a spatial logic in which there is a strict and recognizable
difference between ‘us’ and ‘them’” (Gökarıksel & Secor, 2018, p. 14; also see Lim, 2008).

Deleuze is not the only thinker whose thought may be harnessed to the project of theorising the
encounter as topological and embodied. Lacan, Levinas, Merleau‐Ponty, Fanon, and Irigaray are all
thinkers whose work provides resources for such thought, and they inform some of the scholarship we
refer to above. Our goal is not to ignore the real and meaningful differences between these theorists –
Deleuze criticises and builds on many of the positions held by these writers – but rather to plumb these
diverse engagements for potential overlaps, allegiances, and connections. We thus do not wish to level
or “over‐code” the diversity of these approaches or to blanket them in Deleuzian critique. Our goal is
rather to demonstrate that there is a topological element in Deleuze's thinking on difference that can
help us to theorise encounter as not only geographically and historically located but also as an
embodied, spatial event. Functioning as the edge of the Möbius, the encounter pulls heterogeneous
series – of interiors and exteriors, bodies and incorporeal entities, sensibility and sense – into contact
while also functioning as that which distinguishes them. By understanding the encounter in terms of a
Deleuzian topology of space‐as‐difference, we are thus able to foreground the dynamic interplay of the
virtual and the actual in the encounter.

6. CONCLUSION

The topology of space‐as‐difference that we develop here offers a twist on some of the familiar
coordinates of socio‐spatial thinking. It seeks to complement and intensify the relational approaches to
space that are productively shaping research trajectories in geography. Topology is an area where
critically important work is being done across a range of theoretical and empirical approaches, not all of
which are entirely consistent with our own (Allen, 2011; Joronen, 2016; Lata & Minca, 2016; Martin &
Secor, 2014; Mitchell & Kallio, 2017). We hope to find both productive resonances and discordances.
Rather than offer a definitive account of what space is (as if we could), we see the value of our
approach in the way it allows certain problems to be posed and questions to be raised.

We have found Deleuze's topology productive for thinking anew the recurring theme of so much work
on encounter: the sense that encounters very often reinforce the conditions that produce them, even as
the possibility persists that, precisely through an encounter, something new can emerge. A topology of
space‐as‐difference provides a dynamism that allows for neither the reification of oppositional
difference nor a collapse into sameness; by instead tracing how the irreducibility of pure difference
operates across circuits of the virtual and the actual, our topological understanding of the encounter
steers clear of essentialised renderings of either identity or universalism. We thus invite geographers to
consider encounter as simultaneously a geohistorical production and an immanent spatial event through
which difference continually emerges. Such is the surprise of the encounter – although there is no
guarantee that such surprises will be good.

Thinking space in terms of a topological relationship between the virtual and actual puts the question
of the simultaneity of continuity and change in a new light and allows us to pose the problem of how
what happens folds back into what might (have) happen(ed). It also helps us grapple with the ethical
dimensions of how bodies (their matter and meaning) are entangled in the encounter (Barad, 2007).
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This is important in the current political moment, where the limits of a liberal-capitalist
multiculturalism have been made clear while the conservative identity politics of settler white
supremacy and xenophobic ethno‐nationalism persist and proliferate across many contexts. We do not
suggest a kind of one‐way street in which Deleuze, as master thinker, is simply applied to solve the
problems of encounter. Instead, the very thinking of encounter that we have outlined suggests the
importance, for Deleuzian thought, of encounters with other ways of thinking for forcing thought in
new directions. We see, for example, a productive encounter with work in Black geographies, where
McKittrick (2011) theorises encounter against epistemologies of bifurcation and segregation; these
ideas resonate with aspects of Deleuze's thinking, even while they take thought to places that Deleuze
did not go. Kathryn Medien (2019) has shown how Deleuze's affirmation of Palestinian life and
resistance can reorient his anti‐humanism in ways that align it with work in Black studies by
foregrounding “the fallacies and violences of the category of Man via an affirmation of those humans
expelled from Man's colonial orderings” (Medien, 2019, p. 12). Without necessarily retreating from the
challenge to anthropocentrism that is also found in Deleuze's work, Medien's argument suggests the
potential and, indeed, the necessity of grappling with the often erased modes of being human crafted by
those expelled from “the category of Man‐ashuman” so as to not simply repeat those expulsions and
erasures in moves toward posthumanism and important work on more‐than‐human encounters
(McKittrick, 2015, p. 3; Weheliye, 2014). The demands of the current moment call for intellectual and
political work across a range of registers; our wager is that Deleuzian topology, while necessarily only
one perspective among many other crucial ones, offers a dynamic and generative way of thinking space
and difference that resonates with the political and ethical challenges of our times.
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